Pediatric Grand Rounds

DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS

Provide by: Eastern Virginia Medical School Continuing Medical Education
Target Audience: Pediatricians and interested healthcare professionals including medical residents and students

All conferences are held 8:00 – 9:00 AM in the Brickhouse Auditorium

July 4, 2019       NO GRAND ROUNDS - SUMMER BREAK

July 11, 2019      NO GRAND ROUNDS – SUMMER BREAK

July 18, 2019      PEDIATRIC BUSINESS MEETING (not for CME credits)     CANCELED

July 25, 2019
Achieving Success through Inclusion
Jessica M. Hawthorne
Director of Programs
Virginia Center for Inclusive Communities

Objectives: Promote an increased awareness of how diversity and inclusion impact individuals and systems; Describe ways that all constituents can benefit from an inclusive organization; Determine individual and group actions that can be taken to foster inclusion.

Competencies: Interpersonal and Communication Skills; Work in Interdisciplinary Teams

ACCREDITATION
Eastern Virginia Medical School is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

CREDIT DESIGNATION
Eastern Virginia Medical School designates this live activity for a maximum of one (1.0) AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™. Physicians should only claim credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.